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Cam has always known who his fated mate was. Unfortunately, not even his beta wolf status made

life any easier, living with the knowledge his alpha mate rejected him. His work with Ranger kept

him busy, but now Ranger was mated to the sweet Aiden, finding things to do so his wolf wouldn't

go hunting the man they both wanted was getting more difficult by the day. Levi was an assassin.

He made no apology for who he was or how he lived. Yes, he knew he had a mate. Yes, there were

a lot of good reasons for claiming him. But the two reasons why he shouldn't, kept Levi away. When

Ranger gets in touch and lets him know that things are changing on the council, and he's found the

assassins a place to call home, Levi can't resist answering the call. Territory and power are

everything to shifters and having all four assassins living in the Northern States pack brings

problems from outside. In town, not all of the locals are as keen with their new Alpha either and yet,

somehow, in the muddle, Levi and Cam must find a way to be together. Because sharing the same

house, no matter how big it is, makes anything else unbearable. Warning: Normal warnings about

this being a men loving men book apply. If this doesn't appeal, please don't buy this.
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Romance

I love these short stories and hate them - it's like watching a much loved TV series where you love

all the MCs but the evolving stories just get you ramped up for the next one.Oh my gosh, I've loved

Cam from the first book and despised Levi for treating him so badly. Levi is lucky that Cam is such a

great guy! This series is ramping up with the diabolical Council in the thick of it!Lisa/Lee Oliver I

enjoy all the MCs you've written over the years and I always automatically buy your books because

of the humor and your ability to make me feel so emotionally committed in your different series! You

have a great talent!

Lisa/Lee Oliver has given us another great book in her Northern States Pack. I had so much fun

watching Levi and his efforts at romancing Cam. This story has lots of sweet and tender moments

intermingled with unexpected problems from outside forces that threatens Levi's new determination

regarding his mate. And Lisa does a great job in showing Cam's strength and abilities which match

and sometimes surpasses Levi's so the reader enjoys a delightfully entertaining story with great

characters, a sweet story and of course a HEA. The only thing left to say is when is the next book?

;)

This book is simply wonderful. I was hooked on the premise of a secret mate upon reading the

epilogue of Ranger's story. The way that premise is developed into a layered, thoughtful story is

pretty impressive. I can't stress enough that this is a book that should absolutely be read soon,

repeatedly, and often. It didn't need to rely on a specific stressor or tragedy to carry it along. Sure it

has a surrounding plot regarding an ongoing storyline but the relationship itself was center stage,

shining in the spotlight . And this is me applauding with a standing ovation at the curtain call. Bravo!

Lisa/Lee Oliver never fails to impress with her heartfelt shifter romances. This is a short and sweet

story that brings together Cam and Levi. After claiming his mate then leaving, Levi returns to claim

what is his. Set in the same world as the first novel in the series, the characters are struggling to find

their place in the 'real' world.Amazing story! Beautifully written!

I really enjoyed reading short stories and hea , because it was fun and got lost in the story so fast.

Levi and Cam are perfect for each other . I hope that Cam's brother also find is true mate. This was



great story and the characters in it was awesome at standing up for them selves against the Tron

and Shifters council. Great story and I hope you enjoy it as much as I did.

Always love everything Ms. Oliver writes. I have yet to find one I did not love. I was so happy when

this book came out. I have been waiting since I finished Ranger's End Game. I will be reading

Cam's Promise several more times while I wait for the next one. Awesome series. Awesome writer.

Awesome characters.

Oh Lisa I absolutely loved it! It's clear that you know what you're writing about, whether it's the

shifters or the subject matter, you really know all. And once again I will tell you that you keep writing

I'll keep buying!!!!! Thanks Lisa!!!

I love this book and I love this author, I have all of her books and I will continue to buy her books

because she has the talent to write a book so well that it runs through my head like a movie or TV

show. The love between her characters whether they be MC or secondary is very well portrayed

and beautiful to read. The love she has for her characters is easy to see with the care she gives

every book.
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